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Whenever you go for a new technology then you must be wanted something different and
something new, Google's Android operating system is just as per your interest and though. In
todayâ€™s competitive market place, to meet all of the requirements of the consumers for the mobile
market like Android has been required some of the unique features that almost satisfy all of the
needs that are expected from this advanced system.

To stay ahead in the rat race of the present world one has to have the best quality of products and
resources and then only one can come up on top. And following this strategy, Google has come up
with some of the incomparable unique features to Android so that it can easily beat the market
competition and stay on top. This Article provides some of the features which it offers to its users.
There should be a proper notification Alerts messages. This is an excellent option to get updated by
the flow of information and their usage on regular time with the help of a notification message
system.

You must remember that only at the moment of you were using your iPhone Smartphone, it was just
not really possible to be get notified but Android has discarded the limitation and today with the
latest version you can regularly get updated by lots of other social networking sites which you like
and you will receive new tweets or Facebook notifications and many more. So we can say that the
World has become so smaller isn't it! The Connectivity Settings of the Android OS plays important
role. The Android operating system is versatile and lets you the advantage with the different other
widgets, which really makes the connectivity settings much easier to handle. Now, you have good
advantage and do not have worry about going to the settings menu to switch on the status between
Wi-Fi and/or the Bluetooth, you are having the advantage of directly manipulating it from the home
screen while you are incorporating Android OS.

Android is the best Open Source platform for today's mobile app development. If you consider it
from the end user's perspective then it might not be that much important but without doubt it is the
important from the various customization perspectives. Open source software emphasizes more
about providing control over the customization of the various devicesâ€™ software available today and
this ultimately is accepted by the end users with great pleasure and adds to their business as
advantage.

At the time of downloading important data the first concern is about the iPhone's Safari browser
because of that low downloading speed has been continuously observed, however this is not the
case with Android because downloading files is comparatively fast when you consider about the
Google's Android operating system abilities.
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